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CRC32 clarifications
Ilan Zohar – Intel Corporation

1. Motivation
The standard uses CRC32 to detect possible PDU transmission errors and refers to 802.3 for its definition. CRC32 is used
in other contexts as well (e.g. 802.11). In both cases implementing CRC32 requires either relying on test vectors or
understanding not only of the definition of CRC32 istelf but its context as well (such as the manner of transmission in
802.3).
This contribution presents a standalone definition of CRC32 (the same CRC used in 802.16, 802.3 and 802.11)
conforming to the already existent test vectors in 802.16 and 802.3.

2. Proposed changes

Modify text in 6.3.3.5 as follows:

6.3.3.5 CRC calculation
A service flow may require that a CRC be added to each MAC PDU carrying data for that service flow
(11.13.12). In this case, for each MAC PDU with HT=0, a CRC32, as defined in 6.3.3.5.1IEEE 802.3, shall be appended
to the payload of the MAC PDU; i.e., request MAC PDUs are unprotected. The CRC shall cover the generic MAC header
and the Payload of the MAC PDU. The CRC shall be calculated after encryption; i.e. the CRC protects the Generic
Header and the ciphered Payload.

6.3.3.5.1 CRC32 calculation

The data (input) bytes shall be flipped (for each byte exchange bit0bit7, bit1bit6, bit1bit5, and bit2
bit6)

The CRC32 shall be calculated using the following standard generator polynomial of degree 32:

G(x) = x32+ x26+ x23+ x22+ x16+ x12+ x11+ x10+ x8+ x7+ x5+ x4+ x2+ x + 1

The CRC32 is the 1’s complement of the sum (modulo 2) of the following:

1. The remainder of xk (x31+ x30+ x29+ …+ x2+ x + 1) divided (modulo 2) by G(x), where k is the number of bits in the
input data, and

2. The remainder after multiplication of the bit-flipped input data (treated as a polynomial) by x32and then division by G(x).

The CRC32 field shall then be transmitted bit-flipped commencing with the most significant byte (the first transmitted
byte will have in its bit7 the coefficient of x24 and in bit0 the coefficient of x31 .The fourth byte will have the coefficient of
x0 in bit 7 and the coefficient of x7 in bit0).

As a typical implementation, at the transmitter, the initial remainder of the division is preset to all 1’s and is then
modified by division of the bit-flipped data by the generator polynomial G(x). The 1’s complement of this remainder is
then bit flipped byte after byte when transmitted, with the most significant byte first.

At the receiver, the initial remainder is preset to all 1’s and the input bytes shall be flipped first and then treated as
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coefficient of a polynomial. When divided by G(x), this polynomial shall results in the absence of transmission errors, in
a unique nonzero remainder value. The unique remainder value is the polynomial:

x31+ x30+ x26+ x25+ x24+ x18+ x15+ x14 + x12+ x11+ x10+ x8+ x6+ x5 + x4 + x3 + x + 1
(or as its hexadecimal representation 0xC704DD7B)


